
What Makes K9Grass 
Ideal for Dogs?
In 2004 ForeverLawn® identified the need for 

synthetic grass uniquely designed for use with dogs. 

To this day, the unique characteristics of K9Grass® 

stand alone in the industry. K9Grass is engineered to 

surpass expectations regarding drainage, cleanliness, 

safety, and durability.  

ForeverLawn enhances pet boarding facilities, doggy 

daycares, and shelters with artificial grass for dogs. 

Installing K9Grass will help your facility run more 

smoothly. No more muddy paws. No more washing 

the dogs before sending them home. No more 

complaints from staff or adopting families that the 

dogs don’t look or smell their best.

“I was fed up with 

muddy dogs. The 

difference now 

with K9Grass is

unbelievable!”

BRITTANY MARRAZZO
Owner of Paws In 
Paradise Doggie Daycare
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The synthetic grass designed specifically for dogs!  •  K9Grass.com

Premium Surfacing for Commercial Pet Facilities & Shelters



What Makes us Different Makes us Better! 

You can breathe a sigh of relief knowing that the dogs in your 
care are free to run and play happily on a safe and clean surface. 
K9Grass® by ForeverLawn® is uniquely designed to be a key 
surfacing component to a variety of pet surfacing needs, both 
indoors and outdoors. See the checklist below to learn how 
K9Grass is specifically designed for dogs:
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Proprietary knitted flow-through backing that provides 100% 

edge-to-edge drainage at a rate of 2,000–3,000 inches per 

hour (100 times faster than standard turf), for effective 

elimination of liquid waste and less odor.

Short, dense blade structure for superior durability and 

cleanability.

AlphaSan® antimicrobial protection built into the blades to 

combat microbes.

An infill-free design that enables the surface to be cleaned 

easily with a vacuum, extractor, power broom, hose, or 

pressure washer.

High grade installation components built to last as long as 

the synthetic grass (i.e. 100% plastic boards, stainless steel 

staples), keeping the grass secure. 

An extremely drainable base, utilizing AirGrid 3 or drainable 

3/8” stone that keeps urine out of the area.

Professional installation by a certified ForeverLawn 

installation team.

Over 14 years of experience and more than seven million 

square feet of K9Grass synthetic grass successfully installed 

for dogs. 

An industry leading 10-year Closed Loop Warranty.

ForeverLawn is an international company, that manufactures products 

in the USA and services clients locally across the country through its 

network of dealers.

“K9Grass is the best investment we have 
made for our company.”

LANA DANIELS
Owner And Operator of Paws University


